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a b s t r a c t
The paper deals with a recently developed method of sampling surfaces (SaS) and its implementation for
the three-dimensional (3D) free vibration analysis of layered plates with embedded functionally graded
(FG) layers. The SaS method is based on choosing inside the nth layer In not equally spaced SaS parallel to
the middle surface of the plate in order to introduce the displacements of these surfaces as basic plate
variables. Such choice of unknowns with the consequent use of Lagrange polynomials of degree In  1
in the assumed distributions of the displacements and mechanical properties through the thickness of
the layer leads to the robust FG plate formulation. The SaS are located inside each layer at Chebyshev
polynomial nodes that makes it possible to minimize uniformly the error due to the Lagrange interpolation. As a result, the SaS formulation can be applied efficiently to obtaining the analytical solutions for
layered and FG plates, which asymptotically approach the 3D exact solutions of elasticity as the number
of SaS tends to infinity.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Functionally graded (FG) materials are a new class of advanced
materials in which the material properties vary continuously from
point to point. This property is achieved by varying the volume
fraction of constituents. One of the advantages of the monotonic
variation of the volume fraction of constituent phases is the elimination of stress discontinuity that is often encountered in laminated composites. The FG materials are usually made by mixing
the metal and ceramic phases. The ceramic with the low thermal
conductivity serves as a thermal barrier and is placed at high temperature locations, whereas the metal is placed at regions where
the mechanical properties such as toughness need to be high.
The concept of the FG material was proposed by Japanese material
scientists in the 1980s and this is a subject of discussion in survey
articles [1,2]. However, most of the publications in the open literature appeared in the last fifteen years. The progress in the analytical and numerical modeling and analysis of FG materials and
structures is reviewed in [3–5].
In recent years, the significant work has been made to analyze
the static and dynamic response of FG plates based on various plate
theories; see contributions [6,7] among others, where the thirdorder shear deformation theory was utilized. However, many plate
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: gmkulikov@mail.ru (G.M. Kulikov).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2016.05.043
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theories are not always accurate to investigate the vibration
response even for FG thin plates and the use of the elasticity theory
can be more reliable.
It is well known that the three-dimensional (3D) analysis of FG
layered plates is not a simple task because the material properties
depend on the transverse coordinate and some specific assumptions concerning their variations in the thickness direction are
required [3,4]. As a result, the most popular state space approach
cannot be applied to 3D exact solutions for FG plates directly. Nevertheless, the obtaining of 3D exact solutions for FG plates is still
possible. To solve the problem, one can assume that the material
properties are distributed through the thickness of the plate
according to the exponential law [8–12]. The other way is to divide
artificially the plate into a large number of the individual layers
with constant material properties through their thicknesses that
makes it possible to consider the general distributions. The details
of this technique are described in survey papers [13,14]. One can
observe that the solutions derived following such a technique are
not exact; they are approximate. One can refer these solutions to
the so-called quasi-3D analytical solutions (see e.g. [15–17]). For
the 3D vibration analysis of FG plates it is useful to utilize the
semi-analytical methods, one of them incorporates the state space
technique in the thickness direction and the differential quadrature method in plane directions as suggested in [18–20].
The efficient approach to 3D exact solutions has been proposed
by Vel and Batra [21–23]. They studied the static and dynamic
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response of FG simply supported rectangular plates in a thermal
environment as well assuming that the material properties are
expressed by Taylor series expansions through the thickness coordinate. Another popular way to the 3D free vibration analysis is the
use of the Ritz method. To analyze the FG plates with simply supported and clamped edges, the Chebyshev polynomials as trial
functions can be employed [24–27]. The closed-form solutions
for bending and vibration analyses of isotropic and transversely
isotropic rectangular and circular FG plates are presented in
[28–31]. These solutions are based on Plevako’s general solution
of the equilibrium equations of elastic inhomogeneous media
[32]. The asymptotic approach was also implemented effectively
for stress and vibration analyses of FG plates and shells [33–36].
The advantages of the closed-form and asymptotic solutions are
well known but these solutions are not easy to obtain.
In the literature, there is a powerful tool to overcome readily
the above-mentioned difficulties. This is a sampling surfaces
(SaS) method developed recently by the authors. The SaS method
was first utilized for the 3D elasticity analysis of laminated composite plates and shells [37,38]. According to this method, one
chooses the arbitrarily located surfaces inside the nth layer

XðnÞ1 ; XðnÞ2 ; . . . ; XðnÞIn parallel to the middle surface in order to introduce the displacement vectors uðnÞ1 ; uðnÞ2 ; . . . ; uðnÞIn of these surfaces
as basic plate unknowns, where In is the number of SaS of the nth
layer (In P 3). Such choice of unknowns with the consequent use
of the Lagrange polynomials of degree In  1 in the throughthickness interpolations of displacements of the nth layer leads
to a very compact form of the governing equations of the SaS layered plate formulation. The implementation of the SaS concept for
FG plates and shells [39,40] allows the use of the same Lagrangian
through-thickness interpolations for the material properties of layers. Note that the SaS formulation has been implemented only for
the 3D stress–strain analysis of FG plates and shells [39–46]. The
present paper is intended to extend the SaS formulation to the free
vibration analysis of FG layered plates.
It should be noticed that the SaS plate formulation with
equally spaced SaS does not work properly with the Lagrange
polynomials of high degree because of Runge’s phenomenon. This
phenomenon yields the wild oscillation at the edges of the interval when the user deals with some specific functions [47]. If the
number of equispaced nodes is increased then the oscillations
become even larger. However, the use of the Chebyshev polynomial nodes [47] inside the plate body can help to improve significantly the behavior of the Lagrange polynomials of high degree
because such a choice makes it possible to minimize uniformly
the error due to the Lagrange interpolation. This fact gives an
opportunity to obtain the displacements and stresses with a prescribed accuracy employing the sufficiently large number of SaS.
It means in turn that the solutions based on the SaS concept
asymptotically approach the 3D exact solutions of elasticity as
the number of SaS In ! 1.
The origins of the SaS concept can be found in contributions
[48,49] in which three, four and five equally spaced SaS are
employed. The SaS formulation with the arbitrary number of equispaced SaS is considered in [50]. The more general approach with
the SaS located at the Chebyshev polynomial nodes was developed
later [37–40]. Note also that the term SaS should not be confused
with such terms as mathematical or virtual surfaces extensively
utilized in Carrera’s unified formulation (CUF) [51,52], which was
implemented recently for the quasi-3D vibration analysis of laminated and FG beams, plates and shells [53–62]. This is due to the
fact that in a CUF the generalized displacements of layers having
no mechanical sense are used. On the contrary, in a SaS plate formulation all basic unknowns including the material properties of
layers are related to SaS.

2. Kinematic description of laminated plate
Consider a laminated plate of the thickness h. Let the middle
surface X be described by Cartesian coordinates x1 and x2 . The
coordinate x3 is oriented in the thickness direction. According to
the SaS concept, we choose inside each layer In SaS

XðnÞ1 ; XðnÞ2 ; . . . ; XðnÞIn parallel to the middle surface. The transverse
coordinates of SaS of the nth layer are defined as
ðnÞ1

x3

½n1

¼ x3

ðnÞmn

x3

¼

ðnÞIn

;

x3

½n

¼ x3 ;

ð1Þ

 1
1  ½n1
½n
x3 þ x3  hn cos
2
2
½n1

where x3
½n1

p


2mn  3
;
2ðIn  2Þ

ð2Þ

½n

and x3 are the transverse coordinates of interfaces
½n

½n

X



½n1

and X (Fig. 1); hn ¼ x3  x3
is the thickness of the nth
layer; the index n identifies the belonging of any quantity to the
nth layer and runs from 1 to N, where N is the number of layers;
the index mn identifies the belonging of any quantity to inner SaS
of the nth layer and runs from 2 to In  1; the indices in , jn , kn to
be introduced later for describing all SaS of the nth layer run from
1 to In .
Remark 1. Transverse coordinates of inner SaS (2) coincide with
the coordinates of Chebyshev polynomial nodes [47]. This fact has
a great meaning for a convergence of the SaS method [37–40].

The components of the strain tensor are given by

2eij ¼ ui;j þ uj;i ;

ð3Þ

where ui are the displacements of a plate. Here and in the following
developments, Latin indices i; j; k; l range from 1 to 3, whereas Greek
indices a; b range from 1 to 2.
ðnÞin

Introduce displacements of SaS of the nth layer ui
basic plate unknowns by
ðnÞin

¼ ui ðx3

ðnÞin

ð1Þ1

¼ ui ;

ui
ui

ðmÞIm

ui

½0

ð4Þ

ðNÞIN

ui

ðmþ1Þ1

¼ ui

where

Þ;
½N

¼ ui ;

ð5Þ

½m

ð6Þ

¼ ui ;

½0
ui ðx1 ; x2 Þ

ðx1 ; x2 Þ as

and

½N
ui ðx1 ; x2 Þ

are the displacements of bottom

½m

and top surfaces; ui ðx1 ; x2 Þ are the displacements of interfaces; m
is the number of interfaces that runs from 1 to N  1 .

Fig. 1. Geometry of the laminated plate.
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Using (3) and (4), one can express strains of SaS of the nth layer
n
eðnÞi
ðx1 ; x2 Þ in terms of displacements of the same SaS as
ij

ðnÞi

ðnÞin

2eab n ¼ 2eab ðx3
ðnÞin
a3

2e

ðnÞin
33

e

ðnÞi

¼ 2e

ðnÞin
Þ
33 ðx3

¼e

n
¼ bðnÞi
þ
a

ðnÞin

¼ b3

ðnÞi
u3;a n ;

;

ð7Þ

where
are the derivatives of displacements with respect
to the thickness coordinate at SaS, that is,
ðnÞin

ðnÞin

¼ ui;3 ðx3

Þ:

ð8Þ

Up to this moment, no assumptions concerning the displacement field have been made. We start now with the first assumption of the proposed higher-order layer-wise plate formulation.
Let us assume that the displacements are distributed through the
thickness in the following form:

¼

X

ðnÞin

LðnÞin ui

½n1

;

x3

½n

6 x3 6 x3 ;

ð9Þ

in

where LðnÞin ðx3 Þ are the Lagrange polynomials of degree In  1 given
by

LðnÞin ¼

Y x3  xðnÞjn
3
ðnÞin

jn –in x3

ðnÞjn

 x3

:

ð10Þ

The use of Eqs. (8) and (9), yields
ðnÞi
bi n

¼

X ðnÞj ðnÞi ðnÞj
M n ðx3 n Þui n ;

ð11Þ

jn

Z

t2

ðT  UÞdt ¼ 0;

M



ðnÞi
x3 n ¼

Y xðnÞin  xðnÞkn
3
3

1
ðnÞj

ðnÞi

ðnÞjn

x3 n  x3 n kn –in ;jn x3
X ðnÞj  ðnÞi 
ðnÞi
M n x3 n :
M ðnÞin ðx3 n Þ ¼ 

ðnÞkn

 x3

where t1 and t 2 are two specified times; T is the kinetic energy; U is
the strain energy given by

T¼

1
2

1
U¼
2

ZZ X Z
X n

ZZ X Z
X n

It is seen from Eq. (11) that the key functions
of the layered
plate formulation are represented as a linear combination of disðnÞjn

ðnÞ1

Proposition 1. The functions bi

.
ðnÞ2

; bi

dependent, that is, there exist numbers a
are not all zero such that

X

n
aðnÞin bðnÞi
¼ 0:
i

ðnÞIn

; . . . ; bi

ðnÞ1

ðnÞ2

;a

_ ðnÞ
qðnÞ u_ ðnÞ
i ui dx1 dx2 dx3 ;

ð17Þ

ðnÞ
rðnÞ
ij eij dx1 dx2 dx3 ;

ð18Þ

½n

x3

½n1

x3

qðnÞ is the mass density of the nth layer; u_ iðnÞ is the derivative of displacements with respect to time t. Here and in the following developments, the summation on repeated Latin indices is implied.
Substituting strain distributions (15) in Eq. (18) and introducing
stress resultants
ðnÞin

Hij

Z
¼

½n

x3

½n1

x3

ðnÞin
rðnÞ
dx3 ;
ij L

ð19Þ

one obtains

1
2

ZZ XX
X n

ðnÞin ðnÞin
dx1 dx2 :
ij

ð20Þ

e

Hij

in

For simplicity, we consider the case of linear elastic materials,
which are described by
ðnÞ ðnÞ
½n1
½n
rðnÞ
x3
6 x3 6 x3 ;
ij ¼ C ijkl ekl ;

ðnÞi
bi n

placements of SaS of the nth layer ui

½n1

x3

ðnÞ

for jn – in ;

jn –in

½n

x3

where rij are the components of the stress tensor of the nth layer;

U¼

ð12Þ

ð16Þ

t1

ðnÞj

where MðnÞjn ¼ L;3 n are the derivatives of the Lagrange polynomials,
which are calculated at SaS as follows:
ðnÞjn

ð15Þ

In the case of free vibrations of the FG layered plate when no
loads are applied on its bottom and top surfaces, the Hamilton’s
principle is written as

3. Displacement and strain distributions in thickness direction

ðnÞ

½n

6 x3 6 x3 :

4. Variational formulation of FG plate problem

d

ui

½n1

x3

in

ðnÞi
bi n ðx1 ; x2 Þ

bi

X ðnÞi ðnÞi
L n eij n ;

eijðnÞ ¼

ðnÞi

Þ ¼ ua;b n þ ub;a n ;

ðnÞin
a3 ðx3 Þ

apparent that the strain distribution should be chosen similar to
the displacement distributions (9), that is,

are linearly

; . . . ; aðnÞIn , which

ðnÞ

where C ijkl are the elastic constants of the nth layer.
Next, we introduce the last assumption of the FG laminated
plate formulation. Let the material constants be distributed
through the thickness of the plate as accepted throughout the
paper
ðnÞ

C ijkl ¼

qðnÞ ¼

The proof follows from considering a homogeneous system of
linear equations

32
3 2 3
ðnÞ1
ðnÞ1
ðnÞ1
0
MðnÞ1 ðx3 Þ M ðnÞ2 ðx3 Þ . . . MðnÞIn ðx3 Þ
aðnÞ1
7
6 ðnÞ1 ðnÞ2
7 6 0 7
6
ðnÞ2
ðnÞ2
ðnÞ2
ðnÞ2
ðnÞI
6 M ðx Þ M ðx Þ . . . M n ðx Þ 76 a
7
6
7
3
3
3
76
6
¼ 6 7:
74 . . . 7
6
5
4
5
.
.
.
...
5
4
ðnÞIn
ðnÞIn
ðnÞ1 ðnÞIn
ðnÞ2 ðnÞIn
ðnÞIn
0
a
M ðx3 Þ M ðx3 Þ . . . M ðx3 Þ
2

ð14Þ
The details of the proof can be found in [63].
The following step consists in a choice of the consistent approximation of strains through the thickness of the nth layer. It is

X ðnÞi ðnÞi
L n C ijkl n ;

ð22Þ

in

ð13Þ

in

ð21Þ

X ðnÞi
L n qðnÞin ;

ð23Þ

in
ðnÞi

ðnÞ

ðnÞin

where C ijkl n ¼ C ijkl ðx3

ðnÞin

Þ and qðnÞin ¼ qðnÞ ðx3

Þ are the values of

material constants on SaS of the nth layer.
Substituting Eqs. (9), (23) and (15), (19), (21), (22) correspondingly in Eqs. (17) and (20), we arrive at following expressions for
the kinetic energy and strain energy:

T¼

U¼

1
2

ZZ XXXX
n
n
KðnÞin jn kn u_ ðnÞi
qðnÞjn u_ ðnÞk
dx1 dx2
i
i

1
2

ZZ XXXX
n ðnÞjn ðnÞkn
KðnÞin jn kn eðnÞi
C ijkl ekl dx1 dx2
ij

X n

X n

in

in

jn

jn

ð24Þ

kn

kn

ð25Þ
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P
where N SaS ¼ n In  N þ 1 is the number of SaS.
The homogeneous system (30) can be expressed as

where

KðnÞin jn kn ¼

Z

½n

x3

½n1

LðnÞin LðnÞjn LðnÞkn dx3 :

ð26Þ

ðKrs  x2rs Mrs ÞWrs ¼ 0 ðno summation is neededÞ;

x3

ð32Þ

which has a non-trivial solution only if

detðKrs  x2rs Mrs Þ ¼ 0;

5. Analytical solution for FG layered rectangular plates

where Krs and Mrs are the stiffness and inertial matrices of order
3NSaS  3N SaS .
The polynomial equation (33) has to be solved to obtain the cir-

In this section, we study the free vibration of the FG layered
rectangular plate with simply supported edges. The boundary conditions on the edges are written as
ðnÞ
11
ðnÞ
22

r ¼
r ¼

ðnÞ
u2
ðnÞ
u1

¼
¼

ðnÞ
u3
ðnÞ
u3

ð1Þ

increasing order. The eigenvectors

ðnÞin

ðnÞin

u2

ðnÞin

u3

1 X
1
X
r p x1
spx2
ðnÞi
u1rs n eixrs t cos
sin
;
a
b
s¼1 r¼1
1 X
1
X
r p x1
spx2
ðnÞi
¼
u2rs n eixrs t sin
cos
;
a
b
s¼1 r¼1
1 X
1
X
r p x1
spx2
ðnÞi
¼
u3rs n eixrs t sin
sin
;
a
b
s¼1 r¼1

arranged in an

associated with the corre-

sponding eigenvalues kðqÞ
rs ¼ ðxrs Þ can be evaluated by using Eq.
(32), where the superscript q ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 3N SaS stands for the number of half-waves in the thickness direction.
The described algorithm was performed with the Symbolic
Math Toolbox, which incorporates symbolic computations into
the numeric environment of MATLAB. This makes it possible to
obtain the analytical solutions for FG laminated rectangular plates
in the framework of the SaS formulation, which asymptotically
approach the 3D exact solutions of elasticity as the number of
SaS goes to infinity.

ð28Þ

To satisfy boundary conditions (27), we seek the analytical solution of the problem in the following form:

u1

ð3N SaS Þ

ðqÞ
Wrs

ðqÞ 2

ð27Þ

where a and b are the plate dimensions. The zero traction conditions on the bottom and top surfaces are
ðNÞ
rð1Þ
i3 ¼ 0 at x3 ¼ h=2 and ri3 ¼ 0 at x3 ¼ h=2:

ð2Þ

cular frequencies 0 < xrs < xrs < . . . < xrs

¼ 0 at x1 ¼ 0 and x1 ¼ a;
¼ 0 at x2 ¼ 0 and x2 ¼ b;

ð33Þ

¼

6. Numerical examples
6.1. Two-phase composite square plate

ð29Þ

Here, we study free vibrations of the FG composite square plate
fabricated by mixing metal and ceramic phases. It is assumed that
the metal phase is aluminum with material properties

where r and s are the half-wave numbers in x1 and x2 directions;
ðnÞin

are the amplitudes of displacements of SaS; xrs is the circular
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
frequency; i ¼ 1 is the imaginary unit.
Substituting series (29) in Eqs. (7), (11), (24) and (25) and using
the Hamilton’s principle (16), we arrive at the homogeneous system of linear equations

uirs

@ðT  UÞ
¼ 0;
@Wrs

Em ¼ 7  1010 Pa, mm ¼ 0:3 and qm ¼ 2707 kg=m3 , whereas the
material properties of the thermal ceramic barrier (zirconia) are
Ec ¼ 2  1011 Pa , mc ¼ 0:3 and qc ¼ 5700 kg=m3 . For evaluating
the effective material properties through the thickness of the FG
plate, the Mori–Tanaka method [64,65] can be utilized

ð30Þ

V c ðK c  K m Þ
;
1 þ V m ðK c  K m Þ=ðK m þ 4Gm =3Þ
V c ðGc  Gm Þ
Gm ð9K m þ 8Gm Þ
G ¼ Gm þ
; fm ¼
;
1 þ V m ðGc  Gm Þ=ðGm þ f m Þ
6ðK m þ 2Gm Þ
Em
Ec
; Kc ¼
;
Km ¼
3ð1  2mm Þ
3ð1  2mc Þ
Em
Ec
Gm ¼
; Gc ¼
;
ð34Þ
2ð1 þ mm Þ
2ð1 þ mc Þ

K ¼ Km þ

where Wrs is the unknown column vector of order 3NSaS given by

h
iT
Wrs ¼ WT1rs WT2rs WT3rs ;
h
½0 ð1Þ2
ð1ÞI 1 ½1 ð2Þ2
ðN1ÞI
1
Wirs ¼ uirs uirs . . . uirs 1 uirs uirs . . . uirs N1
iT
½N1 ðNÞ2
ðNÞI 1 ½N
uirs uirs . . . uirs N uirs ;

ð31Þ

Table 1
Results of the convergence study for a metal/ceramic square plate with a=h ¼ 5 and c ¼ 3 for half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1.
I1
3
7
11
15
19
21
23
Vel [23]
I1
3
7
11
15
19
21
23
Vel [23]

 ð1Þ
x
11
5.57652951966352
5.52875383030384
5.52853363420483
5.52853240325124
5.52853239128223
5.52853239117632
5.52853239115901
5.5285
 ð6Þ
x
11
98.2142781692635
83.7023203760099
83.6995977531285
83.6995977029128
83.6995977001054
83.6995977000692
83.6995977000806
83.700

ð2Þ
 11
x

14.2187294721243
14.1503088733012
14.1500685731251
14.1500671705339
14.1500671585809
14.1500671584750
14.1500671584581
14.150

 ð3Þ
x
11
23.8282684182081
23.6967766085098
23.6963110961691
23.6963078852827
23.6963078518574
23.6963078514750
23.6963078514253
23.696

ð4Þ
 11
x

54.7571479951120
48.8257901957085
48.8252837001317
48.8252832768545
48.8252832739745
48.8252832739485
48.8252832739534
48.825

ð7Þ
 11
x

 ð8Þ
x
11

ð9Þ
 11
x

129.759607258210
98.7450948363148
98.7301631880771
98.7301673539781
98.7301673556896
98.7301673556787
98.7301673556830
98.730

133.289310652247
104.187517479012
104.165796797051
104.165799738938
104.165799737892
104.165799737846
104.165799737849
104.17

240.836740261754
150.341582608216
147.535749604343
147.534889236576
147.534889174378
147.534889174281
147.534889174236
147.53

ð5Þ
 11
x

59.3921238401338
53.1796647513029
53.1790044739629
53.1790031885452
53.1790031761516
53.1790031760099
53.1790031760016
53.179
ð10Þ
 11
x

151.349667121987
148.322808153547
148.321844403494
148.321844336048
148.321844335984
148.321844335941
148.32
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Table 2
Results of the convergence study for a metal/ceramic square plate with a=h ¼ 4 and c ¼ 1 for half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1 and q ¼ 1.
I1

ð1Þ
 11
x

 1 ð0:5Þ
u

r 11 ð0:5Þ

r 11 ð0:5Þ

r 12 ð0:5Þ

r 13 ð0Þ

r 33 ð0Þ

r 33 ð0:25Þ

3
7
11
15
19
21
23
Vel [23]

5.26153809754
5.19844664957
5.19844641531
5.19844641527
5.19844641527
5.19844641526
5.19844641527
5.1984

1.03128133729
1.03690275443
1.03690316107
1.03690316127
1.03690316126
1.03690316127
1.03690316127
1.0369

1.27262139717
1.32949727737
1.32960295697
1.32960300157
1.32960300160
1.32960300160
1.32960300161
1.3296

0.585550525704
0.636440866251
0.636451433203
0.636451470224
0.636451470261
0.636451470259
0.636451470255
0.63645

0.680008035819
0.715909373016
0.715940059956
0.715940077777
0.715940077787
0.715940077787
0.715940077788
0.71594

0.723823059495
0.960337104403
0.960363122447
0.960363123842
0.960363123831
0.960363123834
0.960363123841
0.96036

0.652265847381
0.914307851880
0.911557214828
0.911559147959
0.911559150086
0.911559150053
0.911559150114
0.91156

1.30412961106
4.70758097268
4.70996715346
4.7099688119
4.70996881246
4.70996881248
4.70996881250
4.7100

Fig. 2. Through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses for a metal/ceramic square plate with c ¼ 3 for I1 ¼ 11 and half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1 and q ¼ 1 (see
corresponding natural frequencies in Table 3).
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Fig. 3. Through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses for a metal/ceramic square plate with c ¼ 3 for I1 ¼ 11 and half-wave numbers r ¼ 2; s ¼ 1 and q ¼ 1
(see corresponding natural frequencies in Table 3).
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Fig. 4. Through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses for a metal/ceramic square plate with c ¼ 3 for I1 ¼ 11 and half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 2 and q ¼ 1 (see
corresponding natural frequencies in Table 3).

Table 3
Natural frequencies for a metal/ceramic square plate with c ¼ 3 for I1 ¼ 11 and
different half-wave numbers.
Frequency

a=h ¼ 2

ð1Þ
 11
x
ð1Þ
 21
x
ð1Þ
 22
x

3.8290

a=h ¼ 5
5.5285

a=h ¼ 10
6.0761

a=h ¼ 100
6.3059

7.0114

12.010

14.448

15.755

9.3130

17.298

22.114

25.194

q ¼ qm V m þ qc V c ;

where K m and K c are the bulk moduli of metal and ceramic phases;
V m and V c are the volume fractions of metal and ceramic phases
defined as

V m ¼ 1  V c ; V c ¼ V c þ ðV þc  V c Þð0:5 þ zÞc ;

þ
where V 
c and V c are the volume fractions of the ceramic phase on
the bottom and top surfaces; c is the material gradient index;
z ¼ x3 =h is the dimensionless thickness coordinate.
The mass density can be found using the rule of mixtures

ð35Þ

ð36Þ

To compare the results obtained with the exact solution of Vel
þ
and Batra [23], we accept V 
c ¼ 0, V c ¼ 1 and introduce dimensionless variables as follows:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 ¼ xa2 qm =Em =h; u
 1 ¼ u1 ð0; b=2s; zÞa=hu3 ;
x
 3 ¼ u3 ða=2r; b=2s; zÞ=u3 ;
u
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Table 4
Results of the convergence study for a FG sandwich square plate with a=h ¼ 10 and c ¼ 1 for half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1.
½I1 =I2 =I3 

ð1Þ
 11
x

 ð2Þ
x
11

ð3Þ
 11
x

ð4Þ
 11
x

 ð5Þ
x
11

[3/5/3]
[5/7/5]
[5/11/5]
[5/15/5]
[5/17/5]
[5/19/5]
[5/21/5]
Li [24]
Cinefra [66]

1.348459795108
1.348459657727
1.348459657468
1.348459657163
1.348459657199
1.348459657445
1.348459657520
1.34847
1.3485

7.235501776391
7.235499244138
7.235499176878
7.235499176839
7.235499176840
7.235499176795
7.235499176891

12.195201020190
12.195188339576
12.195188008355
12.195188008138
12.195188008132
12.195188008117
12.195188008162

48.833788263328
48.828360793834
48.828260911604
48.828260858593
48.828260858564
48.828260858560
48.828260858566

49.866931450875
49.861010975188
49.860905232463
49.860905177013
49.860905176983
49.860905176973
49.860905176981

7.2355

12.195

48.833

49.867

½I1 =I2 =I3 

ð6Þ
 11

x

 ð7Þ
11

x

ð8Þ
 11

x

ð9Þ
 11

x

 ð10Þ
x
11

[3/5/3]
[5/7/5]
[5/11/5]
[5/15/5]
[5/17/5]
[5/19/5]
[5/21/5]
Cinefra [66]

88.303761109126
88.227128363009
88.226563067308
88.226562883068
88.226562882972
88.226562882963
88.226562882972
88.302

93.834174072007
93.534255244048
93.532454086630
93.532453673060
93.532453672876
93.532453672870
93.532453672871

96.600162279235
96.360437596206
96.358944446538
96.358944120045
96.358944119901
96.358944119894
96.358944119898

140.475561548159
139.674606544552
139.578722451187
139.578722038466
139.578722038352
139.578722038348
139.578722038350

140.586476781650
139.827670325402
139.730536407136
139.730536003248
139.730536003138
139.730536003134
139.730536003136

Table 5
Results of the convergence study for a FG sandwich square plate with a=h ¼ 10 and c ¼ 5 for half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1.
½I1 =I2 =I3 

 ð1Þ
x
11

 ð2Þ
x
11

ð3Þ
 11
x

ð4Þ
 11
x

ð5Þ
 11
x

[3/5/3]
[5/7/5]
[5/11/5]
[5/15/5]
[5/17/5]
[5/19/5]
[5/21/5]
Cinefra [66]

1.22506131154
1.22243432096
1.22242983763
1.22242983214
1.22242983189
1.22242983173
1.22242983200
1.2225

6.01849437830
6.01808157909
6.01807762473
6.01807762137
6.01807762138
6.01807762134
6.01807762140
6.0181

10.10563639356
10.10389609885
10.10387643766
10.10387642031
10.10387642030
10.10387642030
10.10387642032
10.104

34.04474617297
33.87119392056
33.86819881824
33.86819193322
33.86819192519
33.86819192496
33.86819192497
33.923

35.19260209123
35.01746474726
35.01450984015
35.01450279622
35.01450278765
35.01450278740
35.01450278741
35.065

½I1 =I2 =I3 

 ð6Þ
x
11

 ð7Þ
x
11

ð8Þ
 11
x

ð9Þ
 11
x

 ð10Þ
x
11

[3/5/3]
[5/7/5]
[5/11/5]
[5/15/5]
[5/17/5]
[5/19/5]
[5/21/5]
Cinefra [66]

62.09929654436
61.70924824084
61.70041480192
61.70039918267
61.70039916574
61.70039916523
61.70039916522
61.885

75.57086602144
73.35439750984
73.24410088498
73.24397500717
73.24397491093
73.24397490803
73.24397490788

76.60252293792
74.41292795444
74.30241596727
74.30228645880
74.30228635772
74.30228635478
74.30228635464

119.07904558608
111.98946032683
111.55931201868
111.55846814133
111.55846559877
111.55846543157
111.55846542148

119.18031751704
112.08686646374
111.66073306473
111.65989029361
111.65988770973
111.65988753927
111.65988752898

Table 6
Results of the convergence study for a FG sandwich square plate with a=h ¼ 10 and c ¼ 1 for half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1 and q ¼ 1.
½I1 =I2 =I3 

 1 ð0:5Þ
u

r 11 ð0:5Þ

r 11 ð0:5Þ

r 12 ð0:5Þ

r 13 ð0Þ

r 33 ð0:45Þ

[3/5/3]
[5/7/5]
[5/11/5]
[5/15/5]
[5/17/5]
[5/19/5]
[5/21/5]

1.10489439229
1.10489445163
1.10489444595
1.10489444576
1.10489444448
1.10489444560
1.10489444534

18.84722937392
18.84326796613
18.84326787052
18.84326786814
18.84326785401
18.84326786631
18.84326786346

6.00993727354
6.00861939693
6.00861913127
6.00861913121
6.00861913477
6.00861913166
6.00861913240

10.14637446317
10.14637500460
10.14637495397
10.14637495318
10.14637495038
10.14637495284
10.14637495223

12.49786383598
12.50599006707
12.50521067704
12.50521416196
12.50521495270
12.50521481004
12.50521483388

2.30422139573
2.76554657241
2.76554655103
2.76554655031
2.76554655203
2.76554653118
2.76554655961

r 11 ¼ r11 ða=2r; b=2s; zÞa2 =10Em hu3 ;
r 22 ¼ r22 ða=2r; b=2s; zÞa2 =10Em hu3 ;
r 12 ¼ r12 ð0; 0; zÞa2 =10Em hu3 ; r 13 ¼ r13 ð0; b=2s; zÞa3 =10Em h2 u3 ;
r 23 ¼ r23 ða=2r; 0; zÞa3 =10Em h2 u3 ;
r 33 ¼ r33 ða=2r; b=2s; zÞa4 =Em h3 u3 ;
where u3 ¼ u3 ða=2r; b=2s; 0Þ is the maximum transverse displacement of the middle surface and a ¼ b ¼ 1m .

Tables 1 and 2 list the results of the convergence study due to
increasing the number of SaS located at Chebyshev polynomial
nodes, that is, the bottom and top surfaces are not included into
a set of SaS. This is important because the use of only Chebyshev
polynomial nodes makes it possible to minimize uniformly the
error due to the Lagrange interpolation. A comparison with the
exact 3D solution of Vel and Batra [23] is presented. As it turned
out, the developed SaS formulation provides from 11 to 14 right
digits for first ten circular frequencies corresponding to halfwave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1 and from 10 to 12 right digits for displacements and stresses corresponding to half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1
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Table 7
Natural frequencies for a FG sandwich square plate with c ¼ 2 for I1 ¼ I3 ¼ 5 and
I2 ¼ 11 and different halfwave numbers.
Frequency

a=h ¼ 2

a=h ¼ 5

a=h ¼ 10

ð1Þ
 11
x
ð1Þ
 21
x
ð1Þ

x22

0.84457

1.1648

1.2639

a=h ¼ 100
1.3049

1.5925

2.5765

3.0260

3.2607

2.1082

3.7601

4.6590

5.2144

and q ¼ 1 by using 23 SaS inside the plate body (see highlighting
digits in both tables). However, the increase of the number of SaS
to 25 yields a bit worse results and the choice of 27 SaS leads to
the divergence of the symbolic computation algorithm developed.
Figs. 2–4 show the distributions of displacements and stresses
through the thickness for different values of the slenderness ratio
a=h taking 11 SaS located at Chebyshev polynomial nodes. These
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results demonstrate convincingly the high potential of the developed FG plate formulation because the boundary conditions on
bottom and top surfaces for the transverse stresses are satisfied
with a high accuracy.
6.2. Sandwich plate with FG core
Consider next a simply supported sandwich square plate with
the homogeneous face sheets and FG core. The plate with ply thicknesses [0.1 h/0.8 h/0.1 h] is composed of aluminum with
Em ¼ 7  1010 Pa,

mm ¼ 0:3 and qm ¼ 2707 kg=m3 at the bottom
and alumina with Ec ¼ 38  1010 Pa, mc ¼ 0:3 and qc ¼ 3800 kg=m3

at the top. The core is assumed to be made of the two-phase composite with the material properties varying through the thickness
according to the rule of mixtures

Fig. 5. Through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses for a FG sandwich plate with c ¼ 2 for I1 ¼ I3 ¼ 5 and I2 ¼ 11 and half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1 and
q ¼ 1 (see corresponding natural frequencies in Table 7).
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Fig. 6. Through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses for a FG sandwich plate with c ¼ 2 for I1 ¼ I3 ¼ 5 and I2 ¼ 11 and half-wave numbers r ¼ 2; s ¼ 1 and
q ¼ 1 (see corresponding natural frequencies in Table 7).
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Fig. 7. Through-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses for a FG sandwich plate with c ¼ 2 for I1 ¼ I3 ¼ 5 and I2 ¼ 11 and half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 2 and
q ¼ 1 (see corresponding natural frequencies in Table 7).

E ¼ Em V m þ Ec V c ;

r 13 ¼ r13 ð0; b=2s;zÞa3 =100E0 h2 u3 ; r 23 ¼ r23 ða=2r;0;zÞa3 =100E0 h2 u3 ;

q ¼ qm V m þ qc V c ; m ¼ mm V m þ mc V c ;
V m ¼ 1  V c;

V c ¼ ½ðz þ 0:4Þ=0:8c ;

z 2 ½0:4; 0:4;

ð37Þ

where z ¼ x3 =h is the dimensionless thickness coordinate.
To analyze the obtained results effectively, we introduce
dimensionless variables at crucial points as functions of the thickness coordinate z:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 ¼ xa2 q0 =E0 =h; u
 1 ¼ u1 ð0; b=2s; zÞa=hu3 ;
x
 3 ¼ u3 ða=2r; b=2s; zÞ=u3 ;
u

r 11 ¼ r11 ða=2r; b=2s; zÞa2 =100E0 hu3 ;

r 22 ¼ r22 ða=2r;b=2s;zÞa2 =100E0 hu3 ; r 12 ¼ r12 ð0; 0;zÞa2 =100E0 hu3 ;

r 33 ¼ r33 ða=2r; b=2s; zÞa4 =100E0 h3 u3 ; u3 ¼ u3 ða=2r; b=2s; 0Þ;
where a ¼ b ¼ 1m, E0 ¼ 109 Pa and q0 ¼ 1kg=m3 [24].
The data listed in Tables 4–6 show that the SaS formulation permits the obtaining of the analytical solution for sandwich plates
with a high accuracy taking the large number of SaS inside the
FG core. Here, the bottom and top surfaces are included into a
set of SaS. A comparison with the Chebyshev-Ritz solution [24]
through 3D elasticity and the exact solution [66] based on Carrera’s
fourth-order layer-wise theory is also presented. As can be seen,
the use of 29 SaS (I1 ¼ I3 ¼ 5 and I2 ¼ 21) provides from 10 to 14
right digits for first ten natural frequencies corresponding to
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half-wave numbers r ¼ s ¼ 1 and from 9 to 11 right digits for displacements and stresses corresponding to half-wave numbers
r ¼ s ¼ 1 and q ¼ 1 (see highlighting digits in tables). Note that
the choice of 31 SaS (I1 ¼ I3 ¼ 5 and I2 ¼ 23) already yields the
divergence of the symbolic computation algorithm. The similar
result has been pointed out in a previous example.
Figs. 5–7 show the distributions of displacements and stresses
through the thickness for different values of the slenderness ratio
a=h taking 19 SaS (I1 ¼ I3 ¼ 5 and I2 ¼ 11). It is seen that the
boundary conditions on bottom and top surfaces and the continuity conditions at interfaces for the transverse stresses are satisfied
again properly.
7. Conclusions
An efficient SaS formulation for the 3D free vibration analysis of
layered plates with embedded FG materials has been proposed. It
is based on a new concept of SaS located at Chebyshev polynomial
nodes throughout the layers and interfaces as well. The use of only
Chebyshev polynomial nodes makes it possible to minimize uniformly the error due to Lagrange interpolation. As a result, the
developed SaS formulation gives an opportunity to obtain the analytical solutions for free vibrations of FG and layered plates with a
prescribed accuracy, which asymptotically approach the exact
solutions of elasticity as the number of SaS goes to infinity. Moreover, owing to the use of Lagrange interpolations for the material
properties of layers through their thicknesses it does not matter
what type of the material law is adopted in the proposed FG plate
formulation because only the knowledge of numerical values of the
material properties on SaS is required.
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